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Abstract Free software and open-source software projects have become a popular alternative tool in both scientific research and other fields. However, selecting the optimal application for use in a project can be a major task in itself, as the list of potential applications must first be identified and screened to determine promising candidates before an in-depth analysis of systems can be performed. To simplify this process, we have initiated a project to generate a library of in-depth reviews of free software and open-source software applications. Preliminary to beginning this project, a review of evaluation methods available in the literature was performed. As we found no one method that stood out, we synthesized a general procedure using a variety of available sources for screening a designated class of applications to determine which ones to evaluate in more depth. In this paper, we examine a number of currently published processes to identify their strengths and weaknesses. By selecting from these processes we synthesize a proposed screening procedure to triage available systems and identify those most promising of pursuit. To illustrate the functionality of this technique, this screening procedure is executed against a selected class of applications.



Introduction There is much confusion regarding free software and open-source software, and many people use these terms interchangeably. However, the connotations associated with the terms are highly significant. So perhaps we should start with an examination of the terms to clarify what we are attempting to screen. While there are many groups and organizations involved with open-source software, two of the main ones are the Free Software Foundation (FSF) and the Open Source Initiative (OSI). When discussing free software, we are not explicitly discussing software for which no fee is charged; rather, we are referring to "free" in terms of liberty. To quote the Free Software Foundation (FSF): A program is free software if the program's users have the four essential freedoms: • The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose (freedom 0). • The freedom to study how the program works, and change it so it does your computing as you wish (freedom 1). Access to the source code is a precondition for this. • The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor (freedom 2). • The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to others (freedom 3). By doing this you can give the whole community a chance to benefit from your changes. Access to the source code is a precondition for this.
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version This does not mean that a program is provided at no cost, or gratis, though some of these rights imply that it would be. In the FSF's analysis, any application that does not conform to these freedoms is unethical. While there is also "free software" or "freeware" that is given away at no charge but without the source code, this would not be considered free software under the FSF definition. The Open Source Initiative (OSI), originally formed to promote free software, refers to it as open-source software (OSS) to make it sound more business friendly. The OSI defines open-source software as any application that meets the following 10 criteria, which they based on the Debian Free Software Guidelines: • • • • • • • • • •



Free redistribution Source code included Must allow derived works Must preserve the integrity of the author's source code License must not discriminate against persons or groups License must not discriminate against fields of endeavor Distribution of licenses License must not be specific to a production License must not restrict other software License must be technology-neutral Open-source software adherents take what they consider the more pragmatic view of looking more at the license requirements and put significant effort into convincing commercial enterprises of the practical benefits of open source, meaning the free availability of application source code. In an attempt to placate both groups when discussing the same software application, the term free/open-source software (F/OSS) was developed. Since the term "free" was still tending to confuse some people, the term "libre," which connotes freedom, was added resulting in the term free/libre open-source software (FLOSS). If you perform a detailed analysis on the full specifications, you will find that all free software fits the open-source software definition, while not all open-source software fits the free software definition. However, any open-source software that is not also free software is the exception rather than the rule. As a result, you will find these acronyms used almost interchangeably, but there are subtle differences in meaning, so stay alert. In the final analysis, the software license that accompanies the software is what you legally have to follow. The reality is that since both groups trace their history back to the same origins, the practical differences between an application being free software or open-source are generally negligible. Keep in mind that the above descriptions are to some degree generalizations, as both organizations are involved in multiple activities. There are many additional groups interested in open source for a wide variety of reasons. However, this diversity is also a strong point, resulting in a vibrant and dynamic community. You should not allow the difference in terminology to be divisive. The fact that all of these terms can be traced back to the same origin should unite us. In practice, many of the organization members will use the terms interchangeably, depending on the point that they are trying to get across. With an excess of 300,000 FLOSS applications currently registered in SourceForge.net and over 10 million repositories on GitHub, there are generally multiple options accessible for any class of application, be it a laboratory information management system (LIMS), an office suite, a data base, or a document management system. Presumably you have gone through the assessment of the various challenges to using an open-source application and have decided to move ahead with selecting an appropriate application. The difficulty now becomes selecting which application to use. While there are multiple indexes of FOSS projects, these are normally just listings of the applications with a brief description provided by the developers, with no indication of the vitality or independent evaluation of the project. What is missing is a catalog of in-depth reviews of these applications, eliminating the need for each group to go through the process of developing a list of potential applications, screening all available applications, and
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version performing in-depth reviews of the most promising candidates. While true that once an organization has made a tentative selection it will need to perform its own testing to confirm that the selected application meets its specific needs, there is no reason for everyone to go through the tedious process of identifying projects and weeding out the untenable ones.



Illustration 1.: This diagram, originally by Chao-Kuei and updated by several others since, explains the different categories of software. It's available as a scalable vector graphic and as an XFig document, under the terms of any of the GNU GPL v2 or later, the GNU FDL v1.2 or later, or the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike v2.0 or later The primary goal of this document is to describe a general procedure capable of being used to screen any selected class of software applications. The immediate concern is with screening FLOSS applications, though allowances can be made to the process to allow at least rough cross-comparison of both FOSS and commercial applications. To that end, we start with an examination of published survey procedures. We then combine a subset of standard software evaluation procedures with recommendations for evaluating FLOSS applications. Because it is designed to screen such a diverse range of applications, the procedure is by necessity very general. However, as we move through the steps of the procedure, we will describe how to tune the process for the class of software that you are interested in. You can also ignore any arguments regarding selecting between FLOSS and commercial applications. In this context, "commercial" refers to the marketing approach, not to the quality of the software. Many FLOSS applications have comparable, if not superior, quality to products that are traditionally marketed and licensed. Wheeler discusses this issue in more detail, showing that by many definitions FLOSS is commercial software. The final objective of this process is to document a procedure that can then be applied to any class of FOSS applications to determine which projects in the class are the most promising to pursue, allowing us to expend our limited resources most effectively. As the information available for evaluating FOSS projects is generally quite different from that available for commercially licensed applications, this evaluation procedure has been optimized to best take advantage of this additional information.
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Results Literature review A search of the literature returns thousands of papers related to open-source software, but most are of limited value in regards to the scope of this project. The need for a process to assist in selecting between open-source projects is mentioned in a number of these papers, and there appear to be over a score of different published procedures. Regrettably, none of these methodologies appear to have gained large-scale support in the industry. Stol and Babar have published a framework for comparing evaluation methods targeting open-source software and include a comparison of 20 of them. They noted that web sites that simply consisted of a suggestion list for selecting an open-source application were not included in this comparison. This selection difficulty is nothing new with FLOSS applications. In their 1994 paper, Fritz and Carter review over a dozen existing selection methodologies, covering their strengths, weaknesses, the mathematics used, as well as other factors involved. No.



Name



Year



Orig



Method



1



Capgemini Open Source Maturity Model



2003



I



Yes



2



Evaluation Framework for Open Source Software



2004



R



No



3



A Model for Comparative Assessment of Open Source Products



2004



R



Yes



4



Navica Open Source Maturity Model



2004



I



Yes



5



Woods and Guliani's OSMM



2005



I



No



6



Open Business Readiness Rating (OpenBRR)



2005



R/I



Yes



7



Atos Origin Method for Qualification and Selection of Open Source Software (QSOS)



2006



I



Yes



8



Evaluation Criteria for Free/Open Source Software Products



2006



R



No



9



A Quality Model for OSS Selection



2007



R



No



10



Selection Process of Open Source Software



2007



R



Yes



11



Observatory for Innovation and Technological transfer on Open Source software (OITOS)



2007



R



Yes



12



Framework for OS Critical Systems Evaluation (FOCSE)



2007



R



No



13



Balanced Scorecards for OSS



2007



R



No



14



Open Business Quality Rating (OpenBQR)



2007



R



Yes



15



Evaluating OSS through Prototyping



2007



R



Yes



16



A Comprehensive Approach for Assessing Open Source Projects



2008



R



No



17



Software Quality Observatory for Open Source Software (SQO-OSS)



2008



R



Yes



18



An operational approach for selecting open source components in a software development project



2008



R



No



19



QualiPSo trustworthiness model



2008



R



No



20



OpenSource Maturity Model (OMM)



2009



R



No



Table 1.: Comparison frameworks and methodologies for examination of FLOSS applications extracted from Stol and Babar. The selection procedure is described in Stol's and Barbar's paper, however, 'Year' indicates the date of publication, 'Orig.' indicates whether the described process originated in industry (I) or research (R), while 'Method' indicates whether the paper describes a formal analysis method and procedure (Yes) or just a list of evaluation criteria (No).



Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version Extensive comparisons between some of these methods have also been published, such as Deprez's and Alexandre's comparative assessment of the OpenBRR and QSOS techniques. Wasserman and Pal have also published a paper under the title of "Evaluating Open Source Software," which appears to be more of an updated announcement and in-depth description of the Business Readiness Rating (BRR) framework. Jadhav and Sonar have also examined the issue of both evaluating and selecting software packages. They include a helpful analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the various techniques. Perhaps more importantly, they clearly point out that there is no common list of evaluation criteria. While the majority of the articles they reviewed listed the criteria used, Jadhav and Sonar indicated that these criteria frequently did not include a detailed definition, which required each evaluator to use their own, sometimes conflicting, interpretation. Since the publication of Stol and Babar's paper, additional evaluation methods have been published. Of particular interest are a series of papers by Pani et al. describing their proposed FAME (Filter, Analyze, Measure and Evaluate) methodology. In their "Transferring FAME" paper, they emphasized that all of the evaluation frameworks previously described in the published literature were frequently not easy to apply to real environments, as they were developed using an analytic research approach which incorporated a multitude of factors. Their stated design objective with FAME is to reduce the complexity of performing the application evaluation, particularly for small organizations. They specify "[t]he goals of FAME methodology are to aid the choice of high-quality F/OSS products, with high probability to be sustainable in the long term, and to be as simple and user friendly as possible." They further state that "[t]he main idea behind FAME is that the users should evaluate which solution amongst those available is more suitable to their needs by comparing technical and economical factors, and also taking into account the total cost of individual solutions and cash outflows. It is necessary to consider the investment in its totality and not in separate parts that are independent of one another." This paper breaks the FAME methodology into four activities: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Identify the constraints and risks of the projects Identify user requirements and rank Identify and rank all key objectives of the project Generate a priority framework to allow comparison of needs and features



Their paper includes a formula for generating a score from the information collected. The evaluated system with the highest "major score," Pjtot, indicates the system selected. While it is a common practice to define an analysis process which condenses all of the information gathered into a single score, I highly caution against blindly accepting such a score. FAME, as well as a number or the other assessment methodologies, is designed for iterative use. The logical purpose of this is to allow the addition of factors initially overlooked into your assessment, as well as to change the weighting of existing factors as you reevaluate their importance. However, this feature means that it is also very easy to unconsciously, or consciously, skew the results of the evaluation to select any system you wish. Condensing everything down into a single value also strips out much of the information that you have worked so hard to gather. Note that you can generate the same result score using significantly different input values. While of value, selecting a system based on just the highest score could potentially leave you with a totally unworkable system. Pani et al. also describe a FAMEtool to assist in this data gathering and evaluation. However, a general web search as well as a review of their FAME papers revealed no indication of how to obtain this resource. While this paper includes additional comparisons with other FLOSS analysis methodologies, and there are some hints suggesting that the FAMEtool is being provided as a web service, I have found no URL specified for it. As of now, I have received no responses from the research team via either e-mail or Skype regarding FAME, the FAMEtool, or feedback on its use. During this same time frame Soto and Ciolkowski also published papers describing the QualOSS Open Source Assessment Model and compared it to a number of the procedures in Stol and Barbar's table. Their focus was primarily on three process perspectives: product quality, process maturity, and sustainability of the development
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version community. Due to the lack of anything more than a rudimentary process perspective examination, they felt that the following OSS project assessment models were unsatisfactory: QSOS, CapGemni OSMM, Navica OSMM, and OpenBRR. They position QualOSS as an extension of the tralatitious CMMI and SPICE process maturity models. While there are multiple items in the second paper that are worth incorporating into an in-depth evaluation process, they do not seem suitable for what is intended as a quick survey. Another paper, published by Haaland and Groven, also compared a number of open source quality models. To this paper's credit, the authors devoted a significant amount of space to discussing the different definitions of quality and how the target audience of a tool might affect which definition was used. Like Stohl and Babar, they listed a number of the quality assessment models to choose from, including OSMM, QSOS, OpenBRR, and others. For their comparison, they selected OpenBRR and QualOSS. They appear to have classified OpenBRR as a first generation tool with a "[us]ser view on quality" and QualOSS as a second generation tool with a "business point of view." An additional variation is that OpenBRR is primarily a manual tool, while QualOSS is primarily an automated tool. Their analysis in this article clearly demonstrates the steps involve in using these tools and in highlighting where they are objective and subjective. While they were unable to answer their original question as to whether the first- or second-generation tools did a better job of evaluation, to me they answered the following even more important but unasked question. As they proceeded through their evaluation, it became apparent as to how much the questions defined in the methods could affect the results of the evaluations. Even though the authors might have considered the questions to be objective, I could readily see how some of these questions could be interpreted in alternate ways. My takeaway is an awareness of the potential danger of using rigid tools, as they can skew the accuracy of the evaluation results depending on exactly what you want the evaluated application to do and how you plan to use it. These models can be very useful guides, but they should not be used to replace a carefully considered evaluation as there will always be factors influencing the selection decision which did not occur to anyone when the specifications were being written. Hauge et al. have noted that despite the development of several normative methods of assessment, empirical studies have failed to show wide spread adoption of these methods. From their survey of a number of Norwegian software companies, they have noticed a tendency for selectors to skip the in-depth search for what they call the "best fit" application and fall back on what they refer to as a '"first fit." This is an iterative procedure with the knowledge gained from the failure of one set of component tests being incorporated into the evaluation of the next one. Their recommendation is for researchers to stop attempting to develop either general evaluation schemas or normative selection methods which would be applicable to any software application and instead focus on identifying situationally sensitive factors which can be used as evaluation criteria. This is a very rational approach as all situations, even if evaluating the same set of applications is going to be different, as each user's needs are different. Ayalal et al. have performed a study to try to more accurately determine why more people don't take advantage of the various published selection methodologies. While they looked at a number of factors and identified several possible problems, one of the biggest factors was the difficulty in obtaining the needed information for the evaluation. Based on the projects they studied, many did not provide a number of the basic pieces of information required for the evaluation, or perhaps worse, required extensive examination of the project web site and documentation to retrieve the required information. From her paper, it sounds as if this issue was more of a communication breakdown than an attempt to hide any of the information, not that this had any impact on the inaccessibility of the information. In addition to the low engagement rates for the various published evaluation methods, another concern is the viability of the sponsoring organizations. One of the assessment papers indicated that the published methods with the smallest footprint, or the easiest to use, appeared to be FAME and the OpenBRR. I have already mentioned my difficulty obtaining additional information regarding FAME, and OpenBRR appears to be even more problematic. BRR was first registered on SourceForge in September of 2005, and an extensive Request For Comments from the founding members of the BRR consortium (SpikeSource, the Center for Open Source Investigation at Carnegie
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version Mellon West, and Intel Corporation) was released. In 2006, in contrast to typical Open Source development groups, the OpenBRR group announced the formation of an OpenBRR Corporate Community group. Peter Galli's story indicates that "the current plan is that membership will not be open to all." He quotes Murugan Pal saying "membership will be on an invitation-only basis to ensure that only trusted participants are coming into the system." However, for some reason, at least some in the group "expressed concern and unhappiness about the idea of the information discussed not being shared with the broader open-source community." While the original Business Readiness Rating web site still exists, it is currently little more than a static web page. It appears that some of the original information posted on the site is still there, you just have to know what its URL is to access it, as the original links on the web site have been removed. Otherwise, you may have to turn to the Internet Archive to retrieve some of their documentation. The lack of any visible activity regarding OpenBRR prompted a blog post from one graduate student in 2012 asking "What happened to OpenBRR (Business Readiness Rating for Open Source)?" It appears that at some point any development activity regarding OpenBRR was morphed into OSSpal. However, background information on this project is sparse as well. While the site briefly mentions that OSSpal incorporates a number of lessons learned from BRR, there is very little additional information regarding the group or the methods procedures. Their "All Projects" tab provides a list of over 30 open-source projects, but the majority simply show "No votes yet" under the various headings. In fact, as of now, the only projects showing any input at all are for Ubuntu and Mozilla Firefox.



Initial evaluation and selection recommendations At this point, we'll take a step back from the evaluation methodologies papers and examine some of the more general recommendations regarding evaluating and selecting FLOSS applications. The consistency of their recommendations may provide a more useful guide for an initial survey of FLOSS applications. In TechRepublic, de Silva recommends 10 questions to ask when selecting a FLOSS application. While he provides a brief discourse on each question in his paper to ensure you understand the point of his question, I've collected the 10 questions from his article into the following list. Once we see what overlap, if any, are amongst our general recommendations, we'll address some of the consolidated questions in more detail. 1. Are the open source license terms compatible with my business requirements? 2. What is the strength of the community? 3. How well is the product adopted by users? 4. Can I get a warranty or commercial support if I need it? 5. What quality assurance processes exist? 6. How good is the documentation? 7. How easily can the system be customized to my exact requirements? 8. How is this project governed and how easily can I influence the road map? 9. Will the product scale to my enterprise's requirements? 10. Are there regular security patches? Similarly, in InfoWorld Phipps lists seven questions you should have answered before even starting to select a software package. His list of questions, pulled directly from his article are: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Am I granted copyright permission? Am I free to use my chosen business model? Am I unlikely to suffer patent attack? Am I free to compete with other community members?



5. Am I free to contribute my improvements? 6. Am I treated as a development peer? 7. Am I inclusive of all people and skills?
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version This list of questions shows a moderately different point of view, as it is not only just about someone selecting an open-source system, but also it's about getting involved in its direct development. Padin, of 8th Light, Inc., takes the viewpoint of a developer who might incorporate open-source software into their projects. The list of criteria pulled directly from his blog includes: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.



Does it do what I need it to do? How much more do I need it to do? Documentation Easy to review source code Popularity Tests and specs Licensing Community



Metcalfe of OSS Watch lists his top tips as: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Reputation Ongoing effort Standards and interoperability Support (Community)



5. Support (Commercial) 6. Version 7. Version 1.0 8. Documentation 9. Skill setting 10. Project Development Development Model 11. License In his LIMSexpert blog, Joel Limardo of ForwardPhase Technologies, LLC lists the following as components to check when evaluating an open-source application: • • • • • • •



Check licensing Check code quality Test setup time Verify extensibility Check for separation of concerns Check for last updated date Check for dependence on outdated toolkits/frameworks



Perhaps the most referenced of the general articles on selecting FLOSS applications is David Wheeler's "How to Evaluate Open Source Software / Free Software (OSS/FS) Programs." The detailed functionality to consider will vary with the types of applications being compared, but there are a number of general features that are relevant to almost any type of application. While we will cover them in more detail later, Wheeler categorizes the features to consider as the following: • • • • •



System functionality System cost – direct and in-direct Popularity of application, i.e. its market share for that type of application Varieties of product support available Maintenance of application, i.e, is development still taking place



• Reliability of application • Performance of application • Scalability of application
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Usability of application Security of application Adaptability/customizability of application Interoperability of application Licensing and other legal issues



While a hurried glance might suggest a lot of diversity in the features these various resources suggest, a closer look at the meaning of what they are saying shows a repetitive series of concerns. The primary significant differences between the functionality lists suggested is actually due more to how wide a breadth of the analysis process the authors are considering, as well as the underlying features that they are concerned with. With a few additions, the high-level screening template described in the rest of this communication is based on Wheeler's previously mentioned document describing his recommended process for evaluating open-source software and free software programs. Structuring the items thus will make it easier to locate the corresponding sections in his document, which includes many useful specific recommendations as well as a great deal of background information to help you understand the why of the topic. I highly recommend reading it and following up on some of the links he provides. I will also include evaluation suggestions from several of the previously mentioned procedures where appropriate. Wheeler defines four basic steps to this evaluation process, as listed below: • • • •



Identify candidate applications. Read existing product reviews. Compare attributes of these applications to your needs. Analyze the applications best matching your needs in more depth.



Wheeler categorizes this process with the acronym IRCA. In this paper we will be focusing on the IRC components of this process. To confirm the efficacy of this protocol we will later apply it to several classes of open-source applications and examine the output of the protocol. Identify needs Realistically, before you can perform a survey of applications to determine which ones best match your needs, you must determine what your needs actually are. The product of determining these needs is frequently referred to as the user requirements specification (URS). This document can be generated in several ways, including having all of the potential users submit a list of the functions and capabilities that they feel is important. While the requirements document can be created by a single person, it is generally best to make it a group effort with multiple reviews of the draft document, including all of the users who will be working with the application. The reason for this is to ensure that an important requirement is not missed. When a requirement is missed, it is frequently due to the requirement being so basic that it never occurs to anyone that it specifically needed to be included in the requirements document. Admittedly, a detailed URS is not required at the survey level, but it is worth having if only to identify, by their implications, other features that might be significant. Needs will, of course, vary with the type of application you are looking for and what you are planning to do with it. Keep in mind that the URS is a living document, subject to change through this whole process. Developing a URS is generally an iterative process, since as you explore systems, you may well see features that you hadn't considered that you find desirable. This process will also be impacted by whether the application to be selected will be used in a regulated environment. If it is, there will be existing documents that describe the minimum functionality that must be present in the system. Even if it is not to be used in a regulated environment, documents exist for many types of systems that describe the recommended functional requirements that would be expected for that type of system. For a clarifying example, if you were attempting to select a laboratory information management system (LIMS), you can download checklists and standards of typical system requirements from a variety of sources. These will provide you with examples of the questions to ask, but you will have to determine which ones are important to, or required
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version for, your particular effort. Depending on the use to which this application is to be applied, you may be subject to other specific regulatory requirements as well. Which regulations may vary, since the same types of analysis performed for different industries fall under different regulatory organizations. This aspect is further complicated by the fact that you may be affected by more than one country's regulations if your analysis is applicable to products being shipped to other countries. While some specific regulations may have changed since its publication, an excellent resource to orient you to the diverse factors that must be considered is Siri Segalstad's book International IT Regulations and Compliance. My understanding is that an updated version of this book is currently in preparation. Keep in mind that while regulatory requirements that you must meet will vary, these regulations by and large also describe best practices, or at least the minimal allowed practices. These requirements are not put in place arbitrarily (generally) or to make things difficult for you but to ensure the quality of the data produced. As such, any deviations should be carefully considered, whether working in a regulated environment or not. Proper due diligence would be to determine which regulations and standards would apply to your operation. For a LIMS, an example of following best practices is to ensure that the application has a full and detailed audit trail. An audit trail allows you to follow the processing of items through your system, determining who did what and when. In any field where it might become important to identify the actions taken during a processing step, an audit trail should be mandatory. While your organization's operations may not fall under the FDA's 21 CFR Part 11 regulations, which address data access and security (including audit trails), it is still extremely prudent that the application you select complies with them. If it does not, then almost anyone could walk up to your system and modify data, either deliberately or accidentally, and you would have no idea of who made the changes or what changes they made. For that matter, you might not even be able to tell a change was made at all, which likely will raise concerns both inside and outside of your organization. This would obviously cause major problems if they became a hinge issue for any type of liability law suit. For this screening procedure, you do not have to have a fully detailed URS, but it is expedient to have a list of your make-or-break issues. This list will be used later for comparing systems and determining which ones justify a more in-depth evaluation. Identify candidates To evaluate potential applications against your functional criteria, you must initially generate a list of potential systems. While this might sound easy, generating a comprehensive list frequently proves to be a challenge. When initiating the process, you must first determine the type of system that you are looking for, be it a LIMS, a hospital management system, a database, etc. At this point, you should be fairly open in building your list of candidates. By that, I mean that you should be careful not to select applications based solely on the utilization label applied to them. The same piece of software can frequently be applied to solve multiple problems, so you should cast a wide net and not automatically reject a system because the label you were looking for hadn't been applied to it. While the label may give you a convenient place to start searching, it is much more important to look for the functionality that you need, not what the system is called. In any case, many times the applied labels are vague and mean very different things to different people. There are a variety of ways to generate your candidate list. A good place to start is simply talking with colleagues in your field. Have they heard of or used a FLOSS application of the appropriate type that they like? Another way is to just flip through journals and trade magazines that cover your field. Any sufficiently promising applications are likely to be mentioned there. Many of the trade magazines will have a special annual issue that covers equipment and software applicable to their field. It is difficult to generate a list of all potential resources, as many of these trade publications are little-known outside of their field. Also keep in mind that with the continued evolution of the World Wide Web, many of these trade publications also have associated web sites that you can scan or search. The table below includes just a minor fraction of these sites that are available. (We would welcome the suggestion of any
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additional resource sites that you are aware of. Please e-mail the fields covered, the resource name, and either its general URL or the URL of the specific resource section to the corresponding editor.) Field



Resource Name



URL [2]



Astronomy



Tech Support Alert



[2]



Business intelligence reporting



Technology Innovation Management Review



[3]



Community radio



Prometheus Radio Project



[4]



Comprehensive range of apps



Black Duck KnowledgeBase



[5]



Comprehensive range of apps



The Directory of Open Access Repositories - OpenDOAR



http:/ / www. opendoar. org/ [6]



Data storage



InfoStor



[7]



Digital audio editing



25 Free Digital Audio Editors You Should Know



[8]



Digital video editing



Best free video editing software: 20 top programs in 2015



[9]



Diverse range of Android apps



Wikipedia – Android applications



[10]



Diverse range of apps



Launchpad, The Canonical Group



http:/ / launchpad. net/



Diverse range of apps



Microsoft CodePlex



https:/ / www. codeplex. [12] com/



Diverse range of apps



Open Hub, Black Duck Software, Inc.



https:/ / www. openhub. net/ [13]



Diverse range of apps (but site is deprecated)



Google Code



[14]



Diverse range of apps (focus on infrastructure)



Open Source Guide by Smile



[15]



Diverse range of apps (primarily targeting Samsung products)



Samsung Open Source Release Center



[16]



Diverse range of commercial open source apps and services



Wikipedia – Commercial open source applications



[17]



Diverse range of GNU apps



Savannah GNU



http:/ / savannah. gnu. org/ [18]



Diverse range of non-GNU apps



Savannah Non-GNU



http:/ / savannah. nongnu. org [19]



Diverse range of top apps



Projects and Applications



[20]



Drug discovery



Drug Discovery Today



[21]



Electronic engineering



Education Engineering (EDUCON), 2010 IEEE



[22]



Embroidery



Machine Embroidery Portal



[23]



Enterprise resource planning (ERP)



A Comparison of Open Source ERP Systems



[24]



Enterprise resource planning (ERP)



Open Source ERP Site



[25]



Fashion



Ethical Fashion Forum - 9 Open-Source & Low Cost Digital Fashion Business Tools



[26]



[3] [4] [5]



[7] [8] [9] [10] [11]



[14] [15] [16]



[17]



[20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26]
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Geographic information systems (GIS)



Open Source GIS



http:/ / opensourcegis. org/ [27]



Geophysics



Geopsy project



http:/ / www. geopsy. org/ [28]



Geophysics



Wikipedia - Geophysics software



[29]



GIS for libraries



Library Hi Tech



[30]



Help desk



CIO



[31]



Highly diverse range of apps



Code NASA



https:/ / code. nasa. gov/ #/ [32]



Highly diverse range of apps



NASA Open Source Software



[33]



Laboratory informatics



LIMSwiki - Laboratory informatics software (open source)



[34]



Learning management systems (LMS)



Open Source LMS – 10 Alternatives to Moodle



[35]



Library science



FOSS4LIB



https:/ / foss4lib. org/ [36] packages



Limited range of iOS apps



Wikipedia - Open-source iOS applications



[37]



Medical and laboratory informatics



Healthcare Freeware



[38]



Medical office records



ZDNet



[39]



Medicine



'Open' Health IT Solutions for the Public & Private Sectors



[40]



Medicine



50 Successful Open Source Projects That Are Changing Medicine



[41]



Medicine



Datamation



[42]



Medicine



Medfloss.org



http:/ / www. medfloss. org/ [43]



MIDI controllers



Open Source MIDI Controllers



[44]



Music



20 great free and open source music making programs



[45]



Pattern management for textiles



Tools for computer generated patterns



[46]



Personal information management



Wikipedia - Personal information managers



[47]



Photography



Open Source Photography



[48]



Project management



Open Source Photography



[48]



Repository management



Free and open-source repository software



[49]



Software test management



Software Testing Help - 15 Best Test Management Tools for Software Testers



[50]



Survey and feedback



Capterra - Top survey software products



[51]



Table 2.: Examples of focused FLOSS resource sites available on the web
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I also recommend checking some of the general open source project lists, such as the ones generated by Cynthia Harvey at Datamation, which has been covering the computer and data-processing industry since 1957. In particular, you might find their article "Open Source Software List: 2015 Ultimate List" useful. It itemizes over 1,200 open source applications, including some in categories that I didn't even know existed. It would also be prudent to search the major open source repositories such as SourceForge and GitHub. Wikipedia includes a comparison of source code hosting facilities that would be worth reviewing as well. Keep in mind that you will need to be flexible with your search terms, as the developers might be looking at the application differently than you are. While they were created for a different purpose, an examination of the books in The Architecture of Open Source Applications might prove useful as well. Other sites where you might find interesting information regarding new open-source applications, are the various OpenSource award sites, such as the InfoWorld Best of Open Source Software Awards, colloquially known as the Bossies. When searching the web, don't rely on just Google or Bing. Don't forget to checkout all of the journal web sites such as SpringerLink, Wiley, ScienceDirect, PubMed, and others as they contain a Illustration 2.: Result page displayed on Black Duck surprising amount of information on FLOSS. If you don't wish to Software's Open Hub site for the Bika Open Source search each of them individually, there are other search engines out LIMS 3 project. there which can give you an alternate view of the research resources available. To name just two, be sure to try both Google Scholar and Microsoft Academic Search. These tools can also be used to search for masters theses and doctoral dissertations, which likewise contain a significant amount of information regarding open source. While working on creating your candidate list, be sure to pull any application reviews that you come across. If done well, these reviews can save you a significant amount of time in screening a potential system. However, unless you're familiar with the credentials of the author, be cautious of relying on them for all of your information. While not common, people have been known to post fake reviews online, sometimes when it is not even April 1! Another great resource, both for identifying projects and obtaining information about them, is Open HUB, a web site dedicated to open source and maintained by Black Duck Software, Inc. Open Hub allows you to search by project, person, organization, forums, and code. For example, if I searched for Bika LIMS, it would currently return the results for Bika Open Source LIMS 3 along with some basic information regarding the system. If I were to click on the project's name, a much more detailed page regarding this project is displayed. Moving your mouse cursor over the graphs displays the corresponding information for that date. Once a list of candidate applications has been generated, the list of entries must be compared. Some of this comparison can be performed objectively, but it also requires subjective analysis of some components. As Stol and Babar have shown, there is no single recognized procedure for either the survey or detailed comparison of FLOSS applications that has shown a marked popularity above the others. The importance of any one specific aspect of the evaluation will vary with the needs of the organization. General system functionality will be an important consideration, but specific aspects of the contained functionality will have different values to different groups. For instance, interoperability may be very important to some groups, while others may be using this application as their only data system and they have no interest in exchanging data files with
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version others, so interoperability is not a concern to them. While you can develop a weighting system for different aspects of the system, this can easily skew selections, resulting in a system that has a very good rating yet is unable to perform the required function. Keep in mind that though this is a high-level survey, we are asking broad critical questions, not attempting to compare detailed minutia. Also keep in mind that a particular requirement might potentially fall under multiple headings. For example, compliance with 21 CFR Part 11 regulations might be included under functionality or security.



In-depth evaluation While in-depth analysis of the screened systems will require a more detailed examination and comparison, for the purpose of this initial survey a much simpler assessment protocol will serve. While there is no single "correct" evaluation protocol, something in the nature of the three-leaf scoring criteria described for QSOS should be suitable. Keep in mind that for this quick assessment we are using broad criteria, so both the criteria and the scoring will both be more ambiguous than that required for an in-depth assessment. Do not be afraid to split any of these criteria up into multiple finer classes of criteria if the survey requires it. This need would be most likely appear under "system functionality," as that is where most people's requirements greatly diverge. In this process, we will assign one of three numeric values to each of the listed criteria. A score of zero indicates that the system does not meet the specified criteria. A score of one indicates that the system marginally meets the specified criteria. You can look on this as the feature is present and workable, but not to the degree you'd like it. Finally, a score of two indicates that the system fully meets or exceeds the specified requirement. In the sections below I will list some possible criteria for this table. However, you can adjust these descriptions or add a weighting factor, as many other protocols do, to adjust for the criticality of a given requirement. Realistically, when it comes down to some of your potential evaluation criteria, the actuality is that for some of them, you can compensate for the missing factor in some other way. For other criteria, their presence or absence can be a drop-dead issue. That is, if the particular criteria or feature isn't present, then it doesn't matter how well any of the other criteria are ranked: that particular system is out of consideration. Deciding which, if any, criteria are drop-dead items should ideally be determined before you start your survey. This will not only be more efficient, in that it will allow you to cut off data collection at any failure point, but it will also help dampen the psychological temptation to fudge your criteria, retroactively deciding that a given criteria was not that important after all. At this stage we are just wanting to reduce the number of systems for in-depth evaluation from potentially dozens, to perhaps three or four. As such, we will be refining our review criteria later, so if something isn't really a drop-dead criteria, don't mark it so. It's amazing the variety of feature tradeoffs people tend to make further down the line. System functionality While functionality is a key aspect of selecting a system, its assessment must be used with care. Depending on how a system is designed, a key function that you are looking for might not have been implemented, but in one system it can easily be added, while in another it would take a complete redesign of the application. Also consider the possibility of whether this function must be intrinsic to the application or if you can pair the application being evaluated with another application to cover the gap. In most cases, you can obtain much of the functionality information from the project's web site or, occasionally, web sites. Some projects have multiple web sites, usually with one focused on project development and another targeting general users or application support. There are two different types of functionality to be tested. The first might be termed "general functionality" that would apply to almost any system. Examples of this could include the following: • User authentication • Audit trail (I'm big on detailed audit trails, as they can make the difference between between being in regulatory compliance and having a plant shut down. Even if you aren't required to have them, they are generally a good idea, as the records they maintain may be the only way for you to identify and correct a problem.)
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version • Sufficient system status display that the user can understand the state of the system • Ability to store data in a secure fashion We might term the second as "application functionality." This is functionality specifically required to be able to perform your job. As the subject matter expert, you will be the one to create this list. Items might be as diverse as the following: For a laboratory information management system... • Can it print bar coded labels? • Can it track the location of samples through the laboratory, as well as maintain the chain-of-custody for the sample? • Can it track the certification of analysts for different types of equipment, as well as monitor the preventive maintenance on the instruments? • Can it generate and track aliquots of the original sample? For a geographic information system (GIS)... • What range of map projections is supported? • Does the system allow you to create custom parameters? • Does it allow import of alternate system formats? • Can it directly interface with geographic positioning devices (GPS)? For a library management software system (LMSS) (or integrated library system [ILS], if you prefer, or even library information management system [LIMS]; have you ever noticed how scientists love to reuse acronyms, even within the same field?)... • • • • • •



Can you identify the location of any item in the collection at a given time? Can you identify any items that were sent out for repair and when? Can it identify between multiple copies of an item and between same named items on different types of media? Can it handle input from RFID tags? Can it handle and differentiate different clients residing at the same address? If needed, can it correlate the clients age with the particular item they are requesting, in case you have to deal with any type of age appropriate restrictions? • If so, can it be overridden where necessary (maintaining the appropriate records in the audit trail as to why the rule was overridden)?



For an archival record manager (This classification can cover a lot of ground due to all of the different ways that "archival" and "record" are interpreted.)... • In some operations, a record can be any information about a sample, including the sample itself. By regulation, some types of information must be maintained essentially for ever. In others, you might have to keep information for five years, while you have to maintain data for another type for 50 years. • Can the application handle tracking records for different amounts of time? • Does the system automatically delete these records at the end of the retention period or does it ask for confirmation from a person? • Can overrides on a particular sample be applied so that records are not allowed to be deleted, either manually of because they are past their holding date, such as those that might be related to any litigation, while again maintaining all information about the override and who applied the override in the audit trail? • In other operations, an archival record manager may actually refer to the management of archival records, be these business plans, architectural plans, memos, art work, etc. • Does the system keep track of the type of each record? • Does the system support appropriate meta data on different types of records? • Does it just record the items location and who is responsible for it, such as a work of art?
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version • If a document, does it just maintain an electronic representation of a document, such as a PDF file, or does it record the location of the original physical document, or can it do both? • Can it manage both permanently archived items, such as a work of art or a historically significant document, and more transitory items, where your record retention rules say to save it for five, 10, 15 years, etc., and then destroy it? • In the latter case, does the system require human approval before destroying any electronic documents or flagging a physical item for disposal? Does it require a single human sign-off or must a chain of people sign-off on it, just to confirm that it is something to be discarded by business rules and not an attempt to hide anything? For medical records... • This is a challenging quagmire, with frequently changing regulations and requirements. Depending on how you want to break it down, this heading can be segmented into two classes: electronic medical records (EMR) which can constitute an electronic version of the tracking of the patients health and electronic health records (EHR) which contains extensive information on the patient, including test results, diagnostic information, and other observations by the medical staff. For those who want to get picky, you can also subdivide the heading into imaging systems, such as X-rays and CAT scans and other specialized systems. • Can all records be accessed quickly and completely under emergency situations? • What functionality is in place to minimize the risk of a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) violation? • What functionality exists for automated data transfer from instruments or laboratory data systems to minimize transcription errors. • How are these records integrated with any billing or other medical practice system? • If integrated with the EMR and EHR record systems, does this application apply granular control over who can access these records and what information they are able to see? For an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system... • Davis has indicated that a generally accepted definition of an ERP system is a "complex, modular software integrated across the company with capabilities for most functions in the organization." I believe this translates as "good luck," considering the complexity of the systems an ERP is designed to model and all of the functional requirements that go into that. It is perhaps for that reason that successful ERP implementations generally take several years. • ERP systems generally must be integrated with other informatics systems within the organization. What types of interfaces does this system support? • Is their definition of plug-and-play that you just have to configure the addresses and fields to exchange? • Is their definition of interface that the system can read in information in a specified format and export the same, leaving you to write the middle ware program to translate the formats between the two systems? From the above, it is easy to see why researchers have encountered difficulty in developing a fixed method that can be used to evaluate anything. At this point, it is quite acceptable to group similar functions together — as this is a high-level survey to identify which systems will definitely not be suitable — so we can focus our researches on those that might be. Researchers such as Sarrab and Rehman summarize system functionality as "achieving the user's requirements, correct output as user's expectations and verify that the software functions appropriately as needed." Suggested ratings are: • Zero – Application does not support required functionality. • One – Application supports the majority of functionality to at least an useable extent. • Two – Application meets or exceeds all functional requirements.
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version Community Many of the researchers I've encountered have indicated that community is the most critical factor of a FLOSS project. There are a number of reasons for this. First, the health and sustainability of a FLOSS project is indicated by a large and diverse community that is both active and responsive. Additionally, the core programmers in a FLOSS project are generally few, and it is the size of the project community that determines how well-reviewed the application is, ensuring quality control of the projects code. Finally, the size of the project community correlates with the lifetime of the project. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – No community exists. No development activity is observable. Project is dead. • One - Community is small and perhaps insular. May consist of just one or two programmers with perhaps a small number of satellite users. • Two – Community is large and dynamic, with many contributors and active communication between the core developers and the rest of the community. Community is responsive to outside inquiries. System cost Since the main goal of this survey procedure is to evaluate FLOSS products, the base system cost for the software will normally be low, frequently $0.00. However, this is not the only cost you need to consider. Many of these costs could potentially be placed under multiple headings depending on how your organization is structured. No matter how it itemizes them, there will be additional costs. Typical items to consider include the following: • Cost of supporting software – e.g. Does it require a commercial data base such as Oracle or some other specialized commercial software component? • Cost of additional hardware – e.g. Does the system require the purchase of additional servers or storage systems? Custom hardware interfaces? • Cost of training – e.g. How difficult or intuitive is the system to operate? This will impact the cost of training that users must receive. Keep in mind this cost will exist whether you are dealing with an Open Source or proprietary system. Are costs for system manuals and other required training material included? Some proprietary systems don't, or might perhaps send a single hard copy of the manuals. Who will perform the training? Whether you hire someone from outside or have some of your own people do it, there will be a cost, as you would be pulling people away from from their regular jobs. • Cost of support – e.g. Is support through a commercial organization or the Open Source development group? If the former, what are their contract costs? While harder to evaluate, what is the turnaround time from when you request the support? Immediate? Days? Sometime? The amount of time you have to wait for a problem to be fixed, is definitely a "cost," whether it means your system is dead in the water or just not as efficient and productive as it could be. The primary issue here is to be realistic in your evaluation. It's hard to believe that anyone would assume that there were no associated costs with using FLOSS, or even proprietary software for that matter, but apparently there are. Foote does a good job of exploring and disproving this belief, showing all of the items that go into figuring the total cost of ownership (TCO), which should be representative of FLOSS applications. I wouldn't call them hidden costs, at least not with the FLOSS systems, but rather costs that are overlooked, as are so many other things when people focus on a single central item. To quote Robert Heinlein, "TANSTAAFL!" (There ain't no such thing as a free lunch!) The important thing here is to pay attention to all of the interactions taking place. For example, if you wished to interface a piece of equipment to your FLOSS application, remember to factor in the cost of the interface. Despite what some advertisers think, data bits don't just disappear from one place and magically appear in another. It is very easy to lose track of where the costs are. Keep in mind that many items, such as training, you will have a cost either way you go. If a proprietary vendor says they will provide free training, you can be assured that the cost for it is
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version included in the contract. But if you take that route, be very careful to read the contract thoroughly, as not all vendors include any training at all. It would be very easy to end up having to pay for "optional" training. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – Installation and support costs are excessive and greatly exceed any available budget. • One – System may require purchase of additional hardware or customization. These costs, along with training costs, are within potential budget. • Two – Installation and support costs are relatively minor, with no additional hardware required. System design is relatively intuitive with in-depth documentation and active support from the community. Popularity This heading can be somewhat confusing in terms of how it is interpreted even though most of the recommendations we looked at include it. Popularity is sometimes considered to be similar to market share. That is, of the number of people using a specific application in a given class of open-source applications, what percentage do they represent out of all people running applications in the class? If the majority of people are using a single system, this might indicate that it is the better system, or it might just indicate that other systems are newer and, even if potentially better, people haven't migrated over to them yet. An alternate approach to examining it is to ask how many times the application has been downloaded. In general, the larger the market share or the number of downloads, the more likely that a given product is to be usable. This is not an absolute, as people may have downloaded the application for testing and then rejected it or downloaded it simply to game the system, but it is a place to start. The point of this question usually isn't to determine how popular a particular application is, but rather to ensure that it is being used and it is a living (as opposed to an abandoned) project. Be leery of those applications with just a few downloads. If there is a large group of people using the application, there is a higher probability that the application works as claimed. At the same time, learning who some of the other users of this application are can give you some insight of how well it actually works. As Silva reminds us, "the best insight you can get into a product is from another user who has been using it for a while." Suggested ratings are: • Zero – No other discernible users or reality of listed users is questionable. • One – Application is being used by multiple groups, but represents only a small fraction of its "market." Appears to be little 'buzz' about the application. • Two – Application appears to be widely used and represents a significant fraction of its "market." This rating is enhanced if listed users include major commercial organizations. Product support Product support can be a critically important topic for any application. Whether you are selecting a proprietary application or a FLOSS one, it is vitally important to ensure that you will have reliable support available. Just because you purchased a proprietary program will not ensure that you have the support you need. Some vendors include at least limited support in their contracts, others don't. However, over the years I've found that even purchasing a separate support contract doesn't ensure that the people who answer the phone will be able to help you. When making the final decision, don't make assumptions: research! Support can be broken down into several different sub-categories: • User manuals – Do they exist? What is their quality? • System managers manuals – Do they exist? What is their quality? • Application developers manuals – Do they exist? What is their quality? • System design manuals – Do they exist? What degree of detail do they provide? • For database-related projects, is an accurate and detailed entity relationship diagram (ERD) included?
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version • Have any third-party books been written about this application? Are they readily available, readable, and easy to interpret? • Is product support provided directly by the application development community? • Is product support provided by an independent user group, separate from the development group? • Is commercial product support available? • If so, what are their rates? • Are on-site classes available? • Are online training classes available? • A frequently overlooked type of product support is how well documented the program code is. Are embedded comments sparse or frequent and meaningful? Are the names of program variables and functions arbitrary or meaningful? Another factor in evaluating product support is whether you have anyone on your team with the expertise to understand it. That is not a derogatory statement: depending on the issue, someone might have to modify an associated data base, the application code, or the code in a required library, whether to correct an error or add functionality. Do any of your people have expertise in that language? Would someone have to start from scratch or do you have the budget to hire an outside consultant? Even if you have no desire to modify the code, having someone on the project that understands the language used can be a big help in discerning how the program works, as well as determining how meaningful the program comments are. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – Limited or no support available. Documentation essentially non-existent, source code minimally documented, no user group support, and erratic response from the developers. • One – Documentation scattered and of poor quality. Support from user group discouraged and no commercial support options exist. • Two - Excellent documentation, including user, system manager, and developer documentation. Enthusiastic support from the user community and developers. Commercial third-party support available for those desiring it. Third-party books may also have been released documenting the use of this product. Maintenance This is another item that can be interpreted in multiple ways. One way to look at it is how quickly the developers respond to any bug report. Depending on the particular FLOSS project, you may actually be able to review the problem logs for the system and see what the average response time was between a bug being reported and the problem resolved. In some cases this might be hours or days, in others it is never resolved. To be fair, don't base your decision on a single instance in the log file, as some bugs are much easier to find and fix than others. However, a constant stream of open bugs or bugs that have only been closed after months or years should make you leery. To others this question is to determine whether development is still taking place on the project or if it is dead. Alternately, it is like asking if anybody is maintaining the system and correcting bugs when they are discovered. There are several ways of addressing this issue. Examining the problem logs described above is one way of checking for project activity, while another is the check the release dates for different versions of the application. Are releases random or on a temporal schedule? How long has it been since the application was last updated? If the last release date was over a year or two ago, this is cause for concern and should trigger a closer look. Just because there hasn't been a recent release does not mean that the project has been abandoned. If the development of the app has advanced to the point where it is stable and no other changes need to be made you may not see a recent release because none is needed. However, the latter is very rare, both because bugs can be so insidious and because a lot of programmers can't resist just tweaking things, to make them a wee bit better. If a project is inactive, but everything else regarding the project looks good, it might be possible to work with the developers to revitalize it. While this course of action is feasible, it is important to realize that it is taking on a great deal of responsibility and an unknown amount of
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version expense. The latter is particularly true as you may be having to assign one or more developers to work on the project full time. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – No releases, change log activity, or active development discussion in message forums in over two years. • One – No releases, change log activity or active development discussions in message forums for between one and two years. • Two – A new version has been released within the year, change logs show recent development activity, and there is active development discussion in the message forums. Reliability Reliability is the degree to which you can rely on the application to function properly. Of course, the exact definition becomes somewhat more involved. The reliability of a system is defined as the ability of an application to operate properly under a specified set of conditions for a specified period of time. Fleming states that "[o]ne aspect of this characteristic is fault tolerance that is the ability of a system to withstand component failure. For example if the network goes down for 20 seconds then comes back the system should be able to recover and continue functioning." Because of its nature, the reliability of a system is hard to measure, as you are basically waiting to see how frequently it goes down. While we'd like to aim for never, one should probably be satisfied if the system recovered properly after the failure. In most instances, unless you are actually testing a system under load, the best that you can hope for is to observe indicators from which you can infer its reliability. As a generality, the more mature a given code base is, the more reliable it is, but keep in mind that this is a generality; there are always incidents that can occur to destabilize every thing. Unfortunately, it frequently feels as if the problem turns out to be something that you would swear was totally unrelated. Face it, Murphy is just cleverer than you. Wheeler also reminds us that "[p]roblem reports are not necessarily a sign of poor reliability - people often complain about highly reliable programs, because their high reliability often leads both customers and engineers to extremely high expectations." One thing that can be very reassuring is to see that the community takes reliability seriously by continually testing the system during development. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – Error or bug tracking logs show a high incident of serious system problems. Perhaps worse, no logs of reported problems are kept at all, particularly for systems that have been in release for less than a year. • One – Error logs show relatively few repeating or serious problems, particularly if these entries correlate with entries in the change logs indicating that a particular problem has been corrected. System has been in release for over a year. • Two - Error logs are maintained, but show relatively few bug reports, with the majority of them being minor. A version of the system, using the same code base, has been in release for over two years. Developers both distribute and run a test suite to confirm proper system operation. Performance Performance of an application is always a concern. Depending on what the application is trying to do and how the developers coded the functions, you may encounter a program that works perfectly but is just too unresponsive to use. Sometimes this is a matter of hardware, other times it is just inefficient coding, such as making sequential calls to a database to return part of a block of data rather than making a single call to return all of the block at once. Performance and scalability are usually closely linked. You might be able to obtain some information on the system's actual performance from the project web site, but it is hard to tell if this is for representative or selected data. Reviewing the project mailing list may provide a more accurate indication of the system's performance or any performance problems encountered. Testing the system under your working conditions is the only way to make certain what the system's actual performance is. Unfortunately, the
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version steps involved in setting up such a test system require much more effort than a high-level survey will allow. If any user reviews exist, they may give an insight into the system's performance. Locating other users through the project message board might be a very useful resource as well, particularly if they handle the same projected work loads that you are expecting. It is difficult to define performance ratings without having knowledge of what the application is supposed to do. However, for systems that interact with a human operator, the time lapse between when a function is initiated and when the system responds can be suggestive. If the project maintains a test suite, particularly one containing sample data, reviewing its processing time can give an insight to the system's performance as well. Response delays of even a few seconds in frequently executed functions will not only kill the overall process performance but also result in users resistive to using the system. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – A system designed to be interactive fails to respond in an acceptable time frame. For many types of applications it is reasonable to expect an almost instantaneous response, particularly for screen management functions. It is not reasonable for a system to take over a minute, or even five seconds to switch screens or acknowledge an input, particularly in regards to frequently executed functions such as results entry, modification, or review.. A system that batch processes data maxes out under data loads below that of your current system. • One – A system designed to be interactive appears to lag behind human entry for peripheral functions, but frequently accessed functions, such as results entry, modification, or review appear to respond almost instantaneously. A system that batch processes data maxes out under your existing data loads. • Two – System is highly responsive, showing no annoying delayed responses. A system that batch processes data can process several times your current data load before maxing out. Scalability Scalability ensures that the application will operate over the data scale range you will be working with. In general, it means that if you test the system functionality with a low data load, the application will "scale up" to handle larger data loads. This may be handled by expanding from a single processor to a larger cluster or parallel processing system. Note that for a given application, throwing more hardware at it may not resolve the problem, as the application needs to be designed to take advantage of that additional hardware. Another caveat is to carefully examine the flow of data through your system. The processor is not the only place you can encounter roadblocks limiting scalability. Other possibilities include how quickly the system can access the needed data. If the system is processing the data faster than it can access it, adding more computer power will not resolve the problem. The limiting issues might be the bandwidth of your communication lines, the access speed of the devices that the data is stored on, or contention for needed resources with other applications. As with many aspects of selecting a system and getting it up and running, making assumptions is the real killer. Silva indicates that many open-source applications are built on the LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP/Perl/Python) technology stack and that this is one of the most scalable configurations available. However, you should ensure that there is evidence that the application has been successfully tested that way; the performance survey and test phases are never a good time to start making assumptions. A look at the application's user base will likely identify someone who can provide this feedback. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – System does not support scaling, whether due to application design or restriction of critical resources, such as rate of data access. • One – System supports limited scaling, but overhead or resource contention, such as a data bottleneck, results in a quick performance fall off. • Two - System is balanced and scales well, supporting large processing clusters or cloud operations without any restrictive resource pinch-points.
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version Usability Usability means pretty much what it says. The concern here is not how well the program works but rather how easy is it to learn and use. The interface should be clear, intuitive, and help guide the user through the programs operation. Despite Steve Jobs, there is a limit to how intuitive an interface can be, thus the operation of the interface should be clearly documented in the user manual. Ideally the system will support a good context-sensitive help system as well. The best help systems may also provide multimedia support so that the system can actually show you how something should be done, rather than trying to tell you. I've found that frequently a good video can be worth well more than a thousand words! No matter how much time is spent writing the text for a manual or help system, it will always be unclear to somebody, if only because of the diversity of the backgrounds of people using it. The interface between the operator and the computer may vary with the purpose of the application. While with new applications you are more likely to encounter a graphic user interface (GUI), there are still instances where you may encounter a command-line interface. Both types of interfaces have their advantages, and there are many times when something is actually easier to do with a command-line interface. The important thing to remember is that it is your interface with the system. It should be easy to submit commands to the system and interpret its response without having to hunt through a lot of extraneous information. This is normally best done by keeping the interface as clean and uncluttered as possible. As Abran et al. have pointed out, the usability of a given interface varies with "the nature of the user, the task and the environment." If you would prefer a somewhat drier set of definitions, Abran et al. also extracted the definitions of usability from a variety of ISO standards, and they are included in the following table: ISO Usability Definitions "The capability of the software product to be understood, learned, used and attractive to the user, when used under specified conditions." (ISO/IEC9126-1, 2000) "The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use." (ISO 9241-11, 1998) "The ease with which a user can learn to operate, prepare inputs for, and interpret outputs of a system or component." (IEEE Std. 610.12-1990)



Table 3.: ISO Usability Definitions Fleming translates this into a somewhat more colloquial statement: “Usability only exists with regard to functionality and refers to the ease of use for a given function.” For those interested in learning more about the usability debate, I suggest that you check out Andreasen et al. and especially Saxena and Dubey. In addition to usability, it has been highly recommended to me that, if budget exists, it is also helpful to have a user experience (UX) specialist on the review team as well. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – System is difficult to use, frequently requiring switching between multiple screens or menus to perform a simple function. Operation of system discourages use and can actively antagonize users. • One – System is useable but relatively unintuitive regarding how to perform a function. Both control and output displays tend to be cluttered, increasing the effort required to operate the system and interpret its output. • Two – System is relatively intuitive and designed to help guide the user through its operation. Ideally, this is complemented with a context-sensitive help system to minimize any uncertainties in operation, particularly for any rarely used functions.
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version Security This heading overlaps with functionality and is usually difficult to assess from a high-level evaluation. While it is unlikely that you will observe any obvious security issues during a survey of this type, there are indicators that can provide a hint as to how much the applications designers and developers were concerned with security. The simplest approach is to simply take a look at whether they've done anything that shows a concern for possible security vulnerabilities. The following are a few potential indicators that you can look for, but just being observant when seeing a demonstration can also tell you a lot. • Is there any mention of security in the systems documentation? Does it describe any potential holes that you need to guard against or configuration changes you might make to your system environment to reduce any risks. • Do the manuals describe any type of procedure for reporting bugs or observed system issues? • If you have access to the developers, discuss any existing process for reporting and tracking security issues. • Check their error logs and see if any security related issues are listed. If they are, what was the turnaround time to have them repaired, or were they repaired? • If the developers are security-conscious, they will almost certainly want to prove to whomever received the program that it hadn't been modified by a third party. The basic way of doing this is by separately sending you what is known as an MD5 hash. This is a distinctive number generated by another program from your applications code. If you generate a new MD5 hash from the code you receive, these numbers should match. If they don't match, that means that something in the code has been altered. For developers with more concern, they might generate a cryptographic signature incorporating the code. This will tell you who sent the code as well as indicate whether the program was altered. • Depending on the type of program, does it allow a 21 CFR Part 11-compliant implementation or conform to a similar standard? • Depending on the type of application, does it include a detailed audit trail and security logs? Suggested ratings are: • Zero – System shows no concern with security or operator tracking. Anyone can walk up to it and execute a function without having to log in. System doesn't support even a minimal audit trail. Any intermediate files are easily accessible and modifiable outside of the system. • One - System shows some attempt at user control but supports only a minimal audit trail. It may support a user table, but it fails to follow best practices by allowing user records to be deleted. Audit trail is modifiable by power users. • Two – Maintaining system security is emphasized in the user documentation. A detailed audit trail is maintained that logs all system changes and user activities. Application is distributed along with an MD5 hash or incorporated into an electronic signature by the developer. Flexibility/Customizability The goal of this topic is to identify how easily the functionality of this application can be altered or how capable it is of handling situations outside of its design parameters. Systems are generally designed to be either configurable or customizable, sometimes with a combination of both. • Configurability - This refers to how much or how easily the functionality of the system can be altered by changing configuration settings. Configurable changes do not require any changes to the application code and generally simplify future application upgrades. • Customizability - This refers to whether the functionality of the system must be altered by modifying the applications code. As we are targeting open-source systems, the initial assumption might be that they are all customizable; however, this can be affected by the type of license that the application is released under. More practically, how easily an application can be customized depends on how well it is designed and documented. While in theory you might be able to customize a system, if it is a mass of spaghetti code and poorly
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version compartmentalized, it might be a nightmare to do. In any case, if you customize the system code, you may not be able to take advantage of any system upgrades without having to recreate the customizations in them. • Extendability – While you won't find this term in most definitions, it is a hybrid system that is both configurable and customizable. It is normally configured using the same approaches as a standard configurable system. However, the ability to be upgraded remains by feeding any code customizations through an aApplication program interface (API). As long as this API is maintained between upgrades, any extension modules should continue to work. In addition, a well designed application is usually modular, which makes program changes easier. In an ideal world, any application that you may have to customize will be specifically designed to make customization simple. There are a variety of ways of doing this. Perhaps the easiest, for an application that is designed to be modular, would be to support optional software plug-in modules that added extra functionality. Unless these were "off-the-shelf" modules, you would need to confirm that there was appropriate documentation regarding their design and use. This would most likely be done via an API, as discussed above. Depending on the system, you could transfer data through the API or have one system control another, the caveat again being that you need to have thorough documentation of the API and its capabilities. In the majority of situations, I strongly encourage you to stick with a configurable system, assuming you can find one that meets your needs. Customizing a system is rarely justified unless you are working situationally. While almost everyone feels that their needs are unique, the reality is that a well-designed configurable system can generally meet your needs. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – Application does not support configuration and shows evidence of being difficult to customize, usually indicated by use of spaghetti code rather than modular design, poorly named variables and functions, along with cryptic or no embedded comments. In a worst-case situations, the source code has been deliberately obfuscated to make the system even less customizable. • One – Application supports minor configuration capabilities or is moderately difficult to modify. The latter might be due to minimal application documentation or poor programming practices, but not deliberate obfuscation. • Two – Application is highly configurable and accompanied by detailed documentation guiding the user through its configuration. Code is clearly documented and commented. It also follows good programming practices with highly modularized functionality, simplifying customization of the programs source code, ideally via an API. Interoperability/Integration Determine whether this software will work with the rest of the systems that you plan to use. Exactly what to check for is up to you, as you are the only one who has any idea what you will be doing with it. The following is a list of possible items that might conceivably fall under this heading: • Does it understand the data and control protocols to talk to and control external equipment such as a drill press, telescope, or sewing machine (as appropriate)? • Is it designed to conform to both electronic and physical standards to avoid being locked into a single supplier? • Does it handle localization to avoid conflicts with local systems? Suggested ratings are: • Zero – System provides no support for integration with other applications. File formats and communication protocols used are not documented. • One – System is not optimized for either interoperability or integration with other systems. However, it does use standard protocols so that other applications can interpret its activities. Application likely does not include an API or any existing API is undocumented. • Two – Application is optimized for interoperability and integration with other systems. All interfaces and protocols, particularly for any existing API, are clearly documented and accompanied with sample code.
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Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version Legal/License issues This section refers to the type of license that the application was released under and the associated legal and functional implications. With proprietary software, many people never bother to read the software license either because they don't care or think they have no choice but to accept them. Be that as it may, when selecting a FLOSS application, it is wise to take the time to read the accompanying license: it can make a big difference in what you can do with the software. First, if the software has no license, legally you have no right to even download the software, let alone run it. While you have no control over which license the application was released under, you definitely control whether you wish to use it under the terms of the license. Which types of licenses are acceptable strongly depends on what you plan to do with the application. Do you intend to use the application as is or do you plan to modify it? If the latter, what do you plan to do with the modified code? Do you want to integrate this FLOSS application with another, either proprietary or open-source? Does this license clash with theirs? Your right to do any of these things is controlled by the license, so it must be considered very carefully, both in the light of what you want to do now and what you might want to do in the future. One of the first things to do is to confirm that the application is even open-source; just being able to see the source code is insufficient. To qualify as open-source the license must comply with the 10 points listed in the Open Source Definition maintained by the Open Source Initiative (OSI). Pulling just the headers, their web site lists these as the required criteria: • • • • • • • • • •



Free redistribution Source code Derived works Integrity of the author's source code No discrimination against persons or groups No discrimination against fields of endeavor Distribution of licenses License must not be specific to a product License must not restrict other software License must be technology-neutral



While somewhat cryptic to look at cold, each of the headings is associated with a longer definition, which primarily boils down to the freedom to use, modify, and redistribute the software. For those wanting to know the justification for each item, there is also an annotated version of this definition. At present, OSI recognizes 71 distinct Open Source licenses, not counting the WTFPL. One of the functions of the OSI is to review prospective licenses to determine whether they meet these criteria and are indeed open-source. The OSI web site maintains a list of popular licenses, along with links to all approved licenses, sorted by name or category. These lists include full copies of the licenses. While clearer than most legal documents, they can still be somewhat confusing, particularly if you are trying to select one. If the definitions seem to blur, you might want to check out the Software Licenses Explained in Plain English web page maintained by TL;DRLegal. As long as the license is classified as an open-source license and you aren't planning to modify it yourself or integrate it into other systems, you probably won't have any problems. However, if you have any uncertainty at all, it might be worth making the investment to discuss the license with an intellectual property lawyer who is familiar with OSS/FS before you inadvertently commit your organization to terms that conflict with their plans. If your plans include the possible creation of complementary software, I suggest a quick read of Wheeler's essay on selecting a license. The potential problem here is that most open-source and proprietary applications contain multiple libraries or sub-applications, each with their own license. Depending on which licenses the original developers used, they may be compatible with other applications you wish to use, or they may be incompatible. The following figure
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Illustration 3.: License compatibility between common FOSS software licenses according to David A. Wheeler (2007): the vector arrows denote an one directional compatibility, therefore better compatibility on the left side than on the right side. Just to be absolutely clear, the license of FLOSS and proprietary applications generally disavows any type of warranty that the program will work and disclaims any liability for any damage or injuries that result from the programs use. Now, having said that, you may be able to purchase a warranty separately; just don't anticipate any legal recourse in the event of a system failure. Suggested ratings are: • Zero – Application does not include a license or license terms are unacceptable or incompatible with those of other applications being used. • One – Application includes a license, but it contains potential conflicts with other licenses or allowable use that will need to be carefully reviewed. • Two – License is fully open, allowing you to freely use the software.



Completing the evaluation Caveats Other than independent reviews, one of the best ways to obtain some of the above information is direct testing of a system. Usually that is impractical in a survey situation because of the time it would take to install and configure an instance of the application. However, a new factor has entered the picture which may change this. Docker is a new service that combines an application, along with all of its dependencies, into a single distributable package, which they call a container. Because everything required is in the container, it is guaranteed to run the same on any system. Docker specifically states that their containers "are based on open standards allowing containers to run on all major Linux distributions and Microsoft operating systems with support for every infrastructure." Using only a fraction of the resources that a virtual machine (VM) would require, you can easily run multiple containers on a laptop and switch back and forth while testing. While the Docker web site contains repositories for a number of different containers, there are multiple web sites that also host containers configured with a variety of applications. If you can locate one that contains the application you are surveying, this makes it a simple matter to try it out. Probably the easiest way to check is to run a web search containing the terms "docker", "container", and the name of the application that you are seeking.
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Screening tabulation While you can perform this application survey in many ways, to keep your defined scoring criteria in front of the evaluators and to simplify scoring the survey, it might be prudent to generate a document such as the following table with columns representing the criteria being evaluated, your rating definitions, and the numeric rating that your evaluators actually assign to the system. If you have decided to take the approach of using weighting factors instead of adjusting your definitions, you will also need to include columns for your weighting factors and a column containing the results of the evaluation after applying the weighting factor. Criteria



Rating = 0



Rating = 1



Rating = 2



Score



System functionality Community System cost Popularity Product support Maintenance Reliability Performance Scalability Usability Security Flexibility/Customizability Interoperability/Integration Legal/License issues Summary Score



Table 4.: Potential screening criteria to filter prospective FLOSS applications. Rows can be added or dropped as required by your needs. For example, if it is important that the application be coded in a specific programming language or combination of languages, you could add a row for this. The most likely anticipated change would be to subdivide the "system functionality" row so that specific information on the functionality of various system components can be displayed. To minimize the risk of confusion, you can transfer your selected scoring criteria for each rating into the cell corresponding to that rating and the item being evaluated, though ths would admittedly generate a long check list. Demonstration surveys To demonstrate how this survey procedure is intended to be used, this section will apply the defined protocol to a block of open-source LIMS applications suitable for use in a chemical laboratory. Note that in this instance, we are using LIMS to refer to a laboratory information management system, not a labor information management system, a legislative information management system, or any other permutation that matches the LIMS acronym. The specific criteria used will quite likely be different from the ones used in your screening as the types of systems or the specific functionality required will be different. For the purpose of this demonstration, we will not attempt to screen all of the open-source LIMS available. Instead, we will select a subset of the systems that have been announced and attempt to apply our protocol to them, hopefully screening out the systems not meeting our requirements so that the number of in-depth evaluations can be reduced. Part of the difficulty here is the broad range of fields that the term LIMS covers. There are general purpose LIMS,



Journal:Generalized procedure for screening free software and open-source software applications/Print version which can be configured to handle a wide range of samples, as well as targeted LIMS, which are designed to fill a particular niche. As such, you can find LIMS targeting specific areas as drinking water/waste water analysis, mining, radioisotopes, proteomics, and genetic analysis. Whether you make it a formal part of the screening process or isolate them while collecting the applications to be surveyed, you will need to filter out the systems which will not handle the type of samples you are dealing with. This issue is particularly prominent with LIMS, but it will likely be encountered when screening other types of software as well. The following are the systems that we will include in this attempt: • Bika LIMS • eyeLIMS • Open-LIMS For simplicity in comparing results, I've reordered the screening table so that the first column contains the criteria being evaluated and the other columns correspond to the evaluation results for the LIMS being evaluated, with the bottom row reserved for the corresponding score summary. I have also added two subdivisions under "system functionality" for the programming language and the operating system used. Depending on the types of systems you are surveying, you will likely be including additional subdivisions. Scoring can be handled several ways. In this example, you might list the programming language in the appropriate cell. Depending on whether you have a team member competent in that language, you can use the results to set the value for the main criteria, e.g. system functionality. Alternately, while you will record the information for programming language in your survey notebook, you can insert an actual numerical result into the corresponding cell so that the sub-criteria can be evaluated separately or used to generate a value for the main criteria field. Normally, the best starting approach is to check for existing reviews of systems, but here we have a problem in finding any. While references to Bika LIMS were common, and it was referenced in a number of scientific papers, actual reviews of the product were hard to come by and were usually for older versions. No reviews were found for eyeLIMS and for Open-LIMS; the closest thing I found to an impartial review has been two postings on Joel Limardo's LIMSExpert blog. Criteria



Bika LIMS 3.1.8



eyeLIMS



Open-LIMS*



System functionality



2



0 (Project appears dead, no activity since 2008)



1 (System functional for a very specific application only)



Programming language



Python and PLONE CMS



eyeOS



PHP



Operating system



platform-independent



eyeOS



Any OS supporting PostgreSQL and PHP



Community



2



0



1



0



1



System cost Popularity



2



0



0



Product support



2



0



1



Maintenance



2



0



1



Reliability



0



Performance



0



Scalability



0



Usability



2



0



1



Security



2



0



1



Flexibility/Customizability 2



0



1



Interoperability/Integration 2? (Supports import and export of CSV files)



0



0
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Legal/License issues



2 (AGPL 3.0 and GPL1)



2 (GNU Affero GPL v3)



2 (GNU GPL 3.0)



Summary Score



22



2



10



Based on the above summary scores, we would definitely filter out both eyeLIMS and Open-LIMS, while Bika LIMS would justify a more in-depth evaluation. * Note: The rating for Open-LIMS may need to be revisited, as it appears that major development work on this system has been taken over by Joel Limardo of ForwardPhase Technologies, so several of the rated parameters may be subject to major shifts. It is currently unclear whether this is a joint project with the original developer or a fork.



Summary In support of a project to prepare published evaluations of various FLOSS applications, we have reviewed the FLOSS literature, focusing particularly on any assessment or evaluation documents. While many described proposed evaluation methods, none of them appear to be particularly popular or have developed an active community around them. Several review papers on the topic, while identifying multiple methods and their advantages, found flaws in all of them, particularly in terms of being able to perform a quality assessment on any FLOSS application. Many of the described systems were explicitly focused on a single class of FLOSS applications, such as library management systems. By consolidating suggestions and procedures from a number of these papers, we synthesized a general survey process to allow us to quickly assess the status of any given type of FLOSS applications, allowing us to triage them and identify the most promising candidates for in-depth evaluation. Note that this process is designed for performing high-level surveys, it is not designed to perform the in-depth evaluations required for product selection. As a minor aside, in the course of researching this article I was surprised by the high percentage of the published papers on FLOSS which were published in classic subscription journals, as opposed to any of the various open-source journals available. Somehow it seems like a curious disconnect not to publish articles on open-source Software in open-source journals. Whether this is just habit of submission or due to more considered reasons would be interesting to know.



Glossary Term



Explanation



.ogg



File extension for Ogg Vorbis, an open-source patent-free audio compression format



21 CFR Part 11



United States Food and Drug Administration electronic records and electronic signatures rule



Academia.edu [52]



A web site that allows academics to share research papers and exchange information



accuracy



Defines how well the results of an analysis or measurement conforms to the actual or "correct" value



AEQ



Analytical equipment qualification



agnostic



A term applied to both hardware and software that indicates that the item is interoperable with different systems (The correct term should probably be "technology-independent" or "technology-neutral," but the use of the term "agnostic" appears to be well entrenched.)



AHP



Analytic hierarchy process (AHP), a structured technique developed by Thomas Saaty in the 1970s for organizing and analyzing complex decisions



AIQ



Analytical instrument qualification, a term used in the pharmaceutical industry for the process of ensuring that an instrument meets the requirements for its intended application



Apache Hadoop YARN



Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN), a technology for managing resources on a cluster of computers
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Apache Lucene



A software library for information retrieval from fields of text contained within document files



ASE



Adaptive Server Enterprise



audit trail



A log of records documenting the sequence of activities that have been performed on a system



binary package distribution



A compilation of the compiled version of a program and all related documentation designed for release to the end user



BREW



Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless, a runtime and application development environment from Qualcomm that isolates portable applications from the hardware interface of mobile phones employing code division multiplex access (CDMA)



BRR



Business readiness rating



CDMS



Chromatography data management system



CFR



United States Code of Federal Regulations



change log



A log documenting the changes made to a software product, which may include a list of new features, changes to behavior, or elimination of software bugs



COC



Chain of custody, a paper or electronic documentation trail that documents responsibility of a sample (This is required for legal reasons under various regulatory programs, and it also provides information used to track faulty or contaminated items back to their source.)



committer



The person that represents the quality control of the community, controlling what changes are included in the originally licensed version, though users are free to make any changes they want in their own copies of the program



Compiere



A suite of open-source applications (for small- to medium-sized businesses) that provides a number of business support applications



copyleft



Per Wikipedia



[53]



:



Copyleft (a play on the word "copyright") is the practice of offering people the right to freely distribute copies and modified versions of a work with the stipulation that the same rights be preserved in derivative works down the line. Copyleft is a form of licensing, and can be used to maintain copyright conditions for works ranging from computer software, to documents, to art. In general, copyright law is used by an author to prohibit recipients from reproducing, adapting, or distributing copies of their work. In contrast, under copyleft, an author may give every person who receives a copy of the work permission to reproduce, adapt, or distribute it, with the accompanying requirement that any resulting copies or adaptations are also bound by the same licensing agreement. Copyleft licenses (for software) require that information necessary for reproducing and modifying the work must be made available to recipients of the binaries. The source code files will usually contain a copy of the license terms and acknowledge the author(s). Copyleft type licenses are a novel use of existing copyright law to ensure a work remains freely available. The GNU General Public License, originally written by Richard Stallman, was the first software copyleft license to see extensive use, and continues to dominate in that area. Creative Commons, a non-profit organization founded by Lawrence Lessig, provides a similar license provision condition called ShareAlike. Cosmos



C# Open Source Managed Operating System



COTS



Commercial, off-the-shelf



CROMERR



Cross-Media Electronic Reporting Rule (or typically 40 CFR Part 3), an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) rule specifying how electronic reporting should be performed for the EPA's various regulatory programs



Cygwin



A collection of tools that emulate a Linux environment, allowing Linux applications to be compiled for and executed in a MS Windows environment



data loading



The loading of data into static tables, including test definitions, sample container descriptions, location information, etc.



database-agnostic



Indicates an application capable of running with database systems from any vendor



digital commons



Name given to a collaboratively developed online resource that is managed by a community of people



DMOZ



Also known as the Open Directory Project (ODP), an attempt to create the largest human curated open-content directory of web links (Originates from one of its earlier domain names, directory.mozilla.org)



Docker



A system designed to package an application with all of its dependencies into a standardized software container using an alternate architectural approach than a virtual machine, while providing similar resource isolation in a smaller footprint
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documentation, administrator



Documentation for a system designed to be issued to a system administrator, providing information on configuring and operating the application



documentation, developer



Documentation for a system designed to be issued to a system developer, providing detailed information on how the system operates and is structured as well as how to alter the system code and extract data from the system in an ad hoc manner



documentation, user



Documentation for a system designed to be issued to a user, helping to guide the user through using the application



DOI



Digital object identifier, a character string identifier used to uniquely identify an electronic document (In many instances a scientific/technical publication will have a DOI printed on it, allowing you to access or purchase the article on-line; standardized under ISO 26324.)



Drizzle



A MySQL 6.0-derived database optimized for cloud computing



Drupal



An open-source application designed for creating and managing a variety of web sites



Eclipse



A Java-based integrated development environment that can be customized via use of community-developed plug-ins



EDD



Electronic data delivery or electronic data deliverable



EHR



Electronic health record



Elasticsearch



An open-source search engine employing a RESTful (see "REST") interface, built on Apache Lucene



ELN



Electronic laboratory notebook



EMR



Electronic medical record



EPA



[54]



United States Environmental Protection Agency



ERP



Enterprise resource planning, typically constituting a variety of integrated applications, with a shared database, that integrates critical business functions such as accounting, human resources, customer relationship management, inventory and order tracking, etc. into a single system



F/OSS



Free/open-source software (See "FOSS")



FAME



Filter, Analyze, Measure, and Evaluate (FAME) methodology for evaluating open-source applications



FDA



[55]



United States Food and Drug Administration



Fedora



A version of the Linux operating system sponsored by Red Hat



Firefox



One of a number of open-source web browsers that can be highly customized via the use of member-developed "plug-ins"



FLOSS



Per Wikipedia



[56]



:



The acronym FLOSS was coined in 2001 by Rishab Aiyer Ghosh for "free/libre and open-source software." Later that year, the European Commission (EC) used the phrase when they funded a study on the topic. Unlike "libre software," which aimed to solve the ambiguity problem, FLOSS aimed to avoid taking sides in the debate over whether it was better to say "free software" or to say "open-source software" FLOSShub



Per FLOSS Research Group



[57]



:



FLOSShub is a portal for free/libre and open source software (FLOSS) research resources and discussion. FLOSShub's goal is to provide a central location for connecting researchers and FLOSS community members to research papers, data, tools, and most importantly, community. Forge



Per Wikipedia



[58]



:



In FLOSS development communities, a forge is a web-based collaborative software platform for both developing and sharing computer applications. (The word derives from the metalworking forge, used for shaping metal parts.) A forge platform is generally able to host multiple independent projects. For software developers it is a place to host, among others, source code (often version-controlled), bug database and documentation for their projects. For users, a forge is a repository of computer applications. Software forges have become popular, and have proven successful as a software development model for a large number of software projects. The term forge refers to a common prefix or suffix adopted by various platforms created after the example of SourceForge (such as GForge and FusionForge).
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forking



The process where a group takes an open-source application's source code and starts developing it in an independent direction from the original program



FOSS



Per Wikipedia



[59]



:



Free and open-source software (FOSS) is computer software that can be classified as both free software and open-source software. That is, anyone is freely licensed to use, copy, study, and change the software in any way, and the source code is openly shared so that people are encouraged to voluntarily improve the design of the software. This is in contrast to proprietary software, where the software is under restrictive copyright and the source code is usually hidden from the users. free software



See "software, free"



Free Software Foundation



Per Wikipedia



[60]



:



The Free Software Foundation (FSF) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization founded by Richard Stallman on 4 October 1985 to support the free software movement, which promotes the universal freedom to study, distribute, create, and modify computer software, with the organization's preference for software being distributed under copyleft ("share alike") terms, such as with its own GNU General Public License. The FSF was incorporated in Massachusetts, USA, where it is also based. From its founding until the mid-1990s, FSF's funds were mostly used to employ software developers to write free software for the GNU Project. Since the mid-1990s, the FSF's employees and volunteers have mostly worked on legal and structural issues for the free software movement and the free software community. Consistent with its goals, only free software is used on the FSF's computers.



functional requirement



Per Wikipedia



[61]



:



In software engineering (and systems engineering), a functional requirement defines a function of a system and its components. A function is described as a set of inputs, the behavior, and outputs (see also software). Functional requirements may be calculations, technical details, data manipulation and processing and other specific functionality that define what a system is supposed to accomplish. Behavioral requirements describing all the cases where the system uses the functional requirements are captured in use cases. Functional requirements are supported by non-functional requirements (also known as quality requirements), which impose constraints on the design or implementation (such as performance requirements, security, or reliability). Generally, functional requirements are expressed in the form "system must do ", while non-functional requirements are "system shall be ". The plan for implementing functional requirements is detailed in the system design. The plan for implementing non-functional requirements is detailed in the system architecture. GALP



Good Automated Laboratory Practices



GCP



Good Clinical Practice



GCP



Good Laboratory Practice



GMP



Good Manufacturing Practice



GNU



GNU’s Not Unix, a project to create a FLOSS operating system



GNU General Public License



Per Wikipedia



[62]



:



The GNU General Public License (GNU GPL or GPL) is the most widely used free software license, which guarantees end users (individuals, organizations, companies) the freedoms to run, study, share (copy), and modify the software. Software that allows these rights is called free software and, if the software is copylefted, requires those rights to be retained. The GPL demands both. The license was originally written by Richard Stallman of the Free Software Foundation (FSF) for the GNU project. In other words, the GPL grants the recipients of a computer program the rights of the Free Software Definition and uses copyleft to ensure the freedoms are preserved whenever the work is distributed, even when the work is changed or added to. The GPL is a copyleft license, which means that derived works can only be distributed under the same license terms. This is in distinction to permissive free software licenses, of which the BSD licenses and the MIT License are the standard examples. GPL was the first copyleft license for general use.



GNU Project



Per Wikipedia



[63]



:
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The GNU Project is a free software, mass collaboration project, announced on 27 September 1983, by Richard Stallman at MIT. Its aim is to give computer users freedom and control in their use of their computers and computing devices, by collaboratively developing and providing software that is based on the following freedom rights: users are free to run the software, share it (copy, distribute), study it and modify it. GNU software guarantees these freedom-rights legally (via its license), and is therefore free software; the use of the word "free" always being taken to refer to freedom. In order to ensure that the entire software of a computer grants its users all freedom rights (use, share, study, modify), even the most fundamental and important part, the operating system (including all its numerous utility programs), needed to be written. The founding goal of the project was, in the words of its initial announcement, to develop "a sufficient body of free software [...] to get along without any software that is not free." Stallman decided to call this operating system GNU (a recursive acronym meaning "GNU's not Unix"), basing its design on that of Unix; however, in contrast to Unix which was proprietary software, GNU was to be freedom-respecting software (free software) that users can use, share, study and modify. Development was initiated in January 1984. The goal of making a completely free software operating system was achieved in 1992 when the third-party Linux kernel was released as free software, under version 2 of the GNU General Public License, to be used with the GNU software stack. Google Scholar



A version of Google search optimized for searching and retrieving scholarly papers



GPL



See "GNU General Public License"



HDL



hardware description language



HL7



A non-profit organization working to define standard methods for the exchange and retrieval of medical information



IEC



International Electrotechnical Commission



illegal operation



Term for an operating system command that is unknown to the operating system or processor



ISO



International Organization for Standardization, an independent, non-governmental membership organization and the world's largest developer of voluntary International Standards



Jabber



An XML based instant messaging platform



LIMS



Laboratory information management system, an informatics system designed to track samples and analytical results through a laboratory



LIS



Laboratory information system, an informatics system designed to track samples and test results through a clinical laboratory



LMS



Library management system



Microsoft Academic Search



An experimental Microsoft search project focusing on scientific and technical information



modular



A design process where an application is broken down into smaller parts, frequently grouped by function



MongoDB



An open-source NoSQL document-oriented database



native code



A program that is designed to run with a specific computer's hardware program codes, on a different computer/processor via the use of an emulator



non-functional requirements



Requirements describing how the system works and how it should behave



OALib



[64]



Open Access Library, an open-access search engine and journal



ODBC



Open Database Connectivity, a middleware API that allows an application to connect with any database



ODF



Open Document Format, an XML based open-source document format developed for office suite use, prominent in the OpenOffice and LibreOffice projects



ODP



Open Directory Project; see "DMOZ"



OSI



Open Source Initiative, a global non-profit organization promoting open source and preventing abuse of the open source concept; also the steward of the Open Source Definition (OSD)



OpenDOAR



Directory of Open Access Repositories



OpenLogic Exchange



Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) governance platform for comprehensive governance and provisioning of open-source software
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OpenSSL



OpenVPN



A general-purpose encryption library used in many web servers that provides an implementation of the Internet's Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols [65]



Open-source virtual private network (VPN) software; see "VPN"



OPML



Outline Processor Markup Language, an XML-based file format used for creating outlines



OS



Operating system



OSDL



Open Source Development Labs, conceived as a facility to allow open source developers to collaborate to create standardized implementations of Linux and Linux applications by IBM, Intel, and Computer Associates



OSS



Per Wikipedia



[66]



:



Open-source software (OSS) is computer software with its source code made available with a license in which the copyright holder provides the rights to study, change, and distribute the software to anyone and for any purpose. Open-source software may be developed in a collaborative public manner. Open-source software is the most prominent example of open-source development and often compared to (technically defined) user-generated content or (legally defined) open-content movements. OSS Watch



[67]



An independent non-advocacy service on free and open-source software



PDA



Parenteral Drug Association



PDF



Adobe Portable Document Format



Perl



An interpreted script programming language invented by Larry Wall that is popular for creating common gateway interface (CGI) programs



precision



How closely a set of measurements agree with their average



proprietary software



See "software, proprietary"



PROSE



[68]



Promoting Open Source in Europe



QA



Quality assurance, responsible for auditing the QC process and ensuring that all SOPs and standards are being followed



QC



Quality control, responsible for ensuring all parts of a process are within designed specifications (designated testing and inspection)



QMS



Quality management system



QSOS



Qualification and Selection Open Source, a methodology for evaluating open-source applications backed by Atos Origin



REST



Representational state transfer (occasionally ReST), an architectural style commonly used for APIs that is defined by six constraints: uniform interface, stateless, cacheable, client-server, layered system, and code on demand



ResearchGate



[69] A professional network allowing scientists and researchers to exchange papers and collaborate



revenue trigger



A method of bringing in money to support program development, appearing as ad sales to training, consulting contracts, and/or support subscriptions



RFI



Request for information, a document sent by potential customers to vendors requesting detailed information regarding their system, usually in relation to selecting a hardware or software system to acquire



RFID



Radio frequency identification device



RFP



Request for proposal, a document sent to vendors specifying application requirements and requesting a proposal of what they can supply



Ruby



An open-source object-oriented scripting/programming language created by Yukihiro Matsumoto



Samba



An implementation of Server Message Block (SMB) and Common Internet File System (CIFS) client/server protocols that allows shared access of resources over a network



shareware



Per Wikipedia



[70]



:
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Shareware is a type of proprietary software which is provided (initially) free of charge to users, who are allowed and encouraged to make and share copies of the program, which helps to distribute it. The word "shareware" is a portmanteau combining the words "share" and "software". Shareware is often offered as a download from an Internet website or as a compact disc included with a magazine. There are many types of shareware, and while they may not require an initial up-front payment, all are intended to generate revenue in one way or another. Some limit use to personal non-commercial purposes only, with purchase of a license required for use in a business enterprise. The software itself may be limited in functionality or be time-limited. Or it may remind you that payment would be appreciated. Shareware is available on all major personal computer platforms. Titles cover a very wide range of categories including: business, software development, education, home, multimedia, design, drivers, games, and utilities. Because of its minimal overhead and low cost, the shareware model is often the only one practical for distributing non-free software for abandoned or orphaned platforms such as the Atari ST and Amiga. The term shareware is used in contrast to open-source software, in which the source code is available for anyone to inspect and alter, and freeware, which is software distributed at no cost to the user but without source code being made available. Note that two types of shareware, donationware and freemiums, are also types of freeware. Smalltalk



An experimental language developed at Xerox in the 1970s to investigate the concept of object-oriented programming



SME



Subject matter expert, a person who is an authority on the particular subject area or topic that a software application addresses



software, free



Per Wikipedia



[71]



:



Free software, software libre, or libre software is computer software that gives users the freedom to run the software for any purpose as well as to study, modify, and distribute the original software and the adapted versions. The rights to study and modify free software imply unfettered access to its source code. For computer programs which are covered by copyright law this is achieved with a software license where the author grants users the aforementioned freedoms. Software which is not covered by copyright law, such as software in the public domain can also be free if the source code is in the public domain (or otherwise available without restrictions). Other legal and technical aspects such as software patents and DRM may impede users from exercising these rights, and thus prevent software from being free. Free software may be developed collaboratively by volunteer computer programmers or by corporations; as part of a commercial activity or not. Free software is primarily a matter of liberty, not price: users, individually or collectively, are free to do whatever they want with it – this includes the freedom to redistribute the software free of charge, or to sell it (or related services such as support or warranty) for profit. Free software thus differs from proprietary software (such as Microsoft Windows), which to varying degrees prevents users from studying, modifying and sharing the software. Free software is also distinct from freeware, which is simply a category of proprietary software which does not require payment for use. Proprietary software (including freeware) uses restrictive software licences or user agreements and usually does not provide access to the source code. Users are thus prevented from modifying the software, and this results in the user becoming dependent on software companies to provide updates and support (vendor lock-in). Users can also not necessarily reverse engineer, modify, or redistribute proprietary software. software, open-source



Per Wikipedia



software, proprietary



Per Wikipedia



[72]



:



Open-source software (OSS) is computer software with its source code made available with a license in which the copyright holder provides the rights to study, change, and distribute the software to anyone and for any purpose. Open-source software may be developed in a collaborative public manner. Open-source software is the most prominent example of open-source development and often compared to (technically defined) user-generated content or (legally defined) open-content movements. [73]



:
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Proprietary software, non-free software (in the sense of missing freedoms), or closed-source software is software, where the developers or distributors reserve all freedoms and rights. Among the freedoms and rights that proprietary software deprives (to end-users), are: • • •



the freedom to analyze the software, and to change it (often deprived through intentional non-availability of sourcecode, or through Non-disclosure agreements (NDA)) the freedom to share the software (often deprived through copy prohibition via EULA (End User License Agreement) or NDA) the freedom to run the software for any purpose (often deprived through user-restrictions via EULA). In contrast to proprietary software, free software, is software that grants a user all these freedoms, on reception of the software. Proprietary software is licensed under legal right of the copyright holder, with the intent that the licensee is given the right to use the software only under certain conditions, and restricted from other uses, such as modification, sharing, studying, redistribution, or reverse engineering. Usually the source code of proprietary software is not made available. Complementary terms include free software, licensed by the owner under more permissive terms, and public domain software, which is not subject to copyright and can be used for any purpose. Proponents of free and open-source software use proprietary or non-free to describe software that is not free or open-source. A related, but distinct categorization in the software industry is commercial software, which refers to software produced for sale, but without meaning it is closed-source.



SOP



Standard operating procedure



source code



A version of the program in human-readable form



source package distribution



A consolidation of all of the source code and documentation relevant to a specific software release intended for the application developer and/or maintainer



SourceForge



A software repository on the web providing support for open source developers and for distribution of their application



spaghetti code



A contemptuous phrase applied to unstructured applications, particularly those with GOTO statements or other control structures bouncing control around different portions of the program



SQA



Software quality assurance, responsible for auditing the SQC process and ensuring that all SOPs and standards are being followed



SQC



Software quality control, responsible for ensuring all parts of a process were within designed specifications (designated testing and inspection)



SQL



Structured Query Language



Subversion



An open-source program designed by Karl Fogel and Ben Collins-Sussman to serve as a version control system that tracks changes made to files and folders



system suitability testing



Applied to analytical procedures, the idea that everything involved in the analysis (analytical equipment, data capture electronics, analytical procedures, and analytical samples) constitutes a system and can be evaluated as such



tcpdump



A command line tool for monitoring network traffic, also useful in troubleshooting network problems



Tsunami UDP



A file transfer protocol enabling high-speed data transfers over networks with large end-to-end delays, often used for bulk data transfers



URI



Per Wikipedia



[74]



:



In computing, a uniform resource identifier (URI) is a string of characters used to identify the name of a resource. Such identification enables interaction with representations of the resource over a network, typically the World Wide Web, using specific protocols. Schemes specifying a concrete syntax and associated protocols define each URI. The most common form of URI is the uniform resource locator (URL), frequently referred to informally as a web address. More rarely seen in usage is the uniform resource name (URN), which was designed to complement URLs by providing a mechanism for the identification of resources in particular namespaces. URL



Universal resource locator, a specific type of uniform resource identifier that identifies objects on the World Wide Web, including their address



URS



User requirements specification, a document that lists all of the requirements that the users require the system to support, frequently considered the key document in regards to the development life cycle of the application
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user experience



The overall aspects that an end-user experiences when interacting with the application, distinct from the functionality of the user interface



USP



Per the USP



[75]



:



The U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention (USP) is a scientific nonprofit organization that sets standards for the identity, strength, quality, and purity of medicines, food ingredients, and dietary supplements manufactured, distributed and consumed worldwide. USP’s drug standards are enforceable in the United States by the Food and Drug Administration, and these standards are used in more than 140 countries. validation



A process of confirming that the application works as designed



vendor-neutral



A business approach designed to avoid lock-in with a particular supplier and ensure broad compatibility and interchangeability of products and technologies



versioning



The assignment of a unique name or number to a given compilation of software, frequently in terms of a major and minor version number



VM



Virtual machine, a program running on another computer that emulates a full computer system (Originally developed to allow more efficient use of idle time on existing hardware servers)



VPN



Per Wikipedia



[76]



:



A virtual private network (VPN) extends a private network across a public network, such as the Internet. It enables users to send and receive data across shared or public networks as if their computing devices were directly connected to the private network, and thus are benefiting from the functionality, security and management policies of the private network. A VPN is created by establishing a virtual point-to-point connection through the use of dedicated connections, virtual tunneling protocols, or traffic encryption. WAN



Wide area network, a computer network connecting multiple locations, as opposed to a local area network (LAN) that services one location



wiki



A server program designed to promote collaborating development and used in a diverse variety of ways, including system documentation



WLAN



Wireless local area network



XBRL



Extensible Business Reporting Language



XML



Extensible Markup Language
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Notes This article has not officially been published in a journal. However, this presentation is largely faithful to the original paper. The content has been edited for grammar, punctuation, and spelling. Additional error correction of a few reference URLs and types as well as cleaning up of the glossary also occurred. Redundancies and references to entities that don't offer open-source software were removed from the FLOSS examples in Table 2. DOIs and other identifiers have been added to the references to make them more useful. This article is being made available for the first time under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International (https:/ / creativecommons. org/ licenses/by-sa/4.0/) license, the same license used on this wiki.
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